
 
 

 
 

In most cases, even found bicycles 
and suitcases cannot be assigned 
to the owner...    
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https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/2117066749/1827796481?ref=2nj7g7&token=09bb4dff
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In the XXI century, in times of high technology and 
digitization, there are sufficient ways and means to 
help unscrupulous parts of our society to “rediscover” 
their conscience with knowledge and technology. 
 

The road STAR Security Program serves to prevent 
thefts as well as to pursue and investigate them more 
efficiently. Together in tandem with finder SUPPORT,  
the program is set up to give the products the greatest 
possible security and to put the thieves to a halt as far as 
possible. All of this takes place on two levels with several 
coordinated services: 
 

a) with technical means, from eye-catching measures 
such as the road STAR license plate frame to 
providing security by using nano-technology 
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b) and with legal means, whose smart 
tools with minimal effort for the 
customer as a part of the service, 
prosecute the perpetrators 
professionally and criminally for the 
damage caused and demand 
compensation far higher than "only" 
the financial equivalent of the stolen 
good because this compensation 
would include compensation for cases 
such as injury during mobility, attacks 
on property and security, as well as the 
purchase and adjustment of new 
vehicles. All this is always a much 
higher value than the stolen goods. 

 

The clear goal and sign of the overall program is to curb 
stealing as much as possible and to make trading in 
stolen road STAR products unprofitable.  
The activity in itself, which can easily expose even 
uninvolved and gullible dealers and buyers as such, 
would be classified as highly dangerous and with far 
wider consequences than before! 
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If you lose your road STAR items,  
honest finders can contact us via finder SUPPORT 
thanks to the finder number 
(which is also the product number)  
and we will assign the find to its current owner. 
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FLIX MOBILITY Express Card  
 

Every road STAR technic & mobile product (Pledges 6-15)  
will receive the FLIX MOBILITY Express Card,  
which enables an own Digital Info Account  
and the use of the finder SUPPORT.  
 

 
 

Each of this product has an individual number - either 
stamped or engraved - which leads to and is linked to 
our product DNA database1), where all information can 
be found.  
 
 
 

1)  
from product description, through material activation,  

visualisation of the producer, list of individual product components  
including catalogue number for spare parts orders, etc. 
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Your personal database is helpful for service,  
repairs or upgrades of the products for years  
(until you decide to delete them). 
 

 
 
 

In your registration profile you are of course free  
to decide on the status of each product separately,  
to report the item as no longer existing, sold or missing, 
(of course without your contact details). 
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If a registered road STAR product is conventionally 
handed in at lost and found sites or to the police,  
they can - thanks to the road STAR identification 
technology 
 

a) protocol the suitcase or bike in great detail 
b) inform us about the find via finder SUPPORT 
c) and we will forward the information to you 

immediately. 
 

 
 

At the same time, this database makes a potential theft 
sale considerably more difficult. If a dishonest "finder" 
tries to sell your property, buyers can first check with 
finder SUPPORT whether the equipment has been 
reported missing or stolen, or, in case of a positive 
confirmation, register themselves as new owners.  
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A quick scan-glance and we see - have full information - 
what we want to know: 

  
The database can also be used to easily create 
documentation for theft reports, e.g. for use in police 
reports, insurance and/or internally in companies. 
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In the future, road STAR security technology will also 
help with baggage handling in hotels and airports,  
as well as for storage and shipping - where you simply 
enter the destination online and the courier collects  
the suitcase from you or you drop it off at one of our 
shipping partners' collection points without any 
formalities. 

 
..much more than just sometimes helpful! 

 

   

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1q_WJiRfjTAuzXS3t4t-6nT8BI0nNKXZU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1q_WJiRfjTAuzXS3t4t-6nT8BI0nNKXZU/view?usp=sharing

